
CORZO Xcountry

CRX42
CRX38

CRX34
CRX30

• advanced rehab buggy   
• can grow with the child 
• 4 different sizes
• High load capacity ( up to 75 kg )
• Crash tested

Fully adjustable and foldable comfort rehab-buggy
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Standard equipment: 

• seat depth adjustable
• backrest height adjustable
• footrest height adjustable and foldable (angle adj.*)
• backrest angle adjustable (2 positions)
• backrest height extension (size 38, 42 only)
• 5-point immo. harness with crotch belt and 

shoulder padding
• 175 / 265 mm solid wheels
• cover patterns and frame colors according to 

current offer

Newly redesigned undercarriages in 4 sizes are the base for the CORZO’s very popular line of multipurpose rehab-
buggies. Wide range of rehab-buggies CORZO Xcountry in all sizes 30, 34, 38 and 42 is determined for a short-stay 
usage of children with special needs, e.g. during the transportation. Fully foldable undercarriage of specific authentic 
design is produced from lightweight alloy profiles with powder coating finish. Buggy is equipped with optimized buggy-
folding system, wheels of 175/265 mm, light frame, 5-point fixation ensuring high safety and comfortable handling, high 
maximum load (up to 75 kg - sizes 38, 42) and very easy folding.  Those features make the products very well suitable for 
in-town conditions and public transportation, but as well as for light outdoor activities.  Despite all the advantages of the 
buggy-folding, CORZO Xcountry preserves as well as fully  the positioning and the “growing” advantages of the standard 
rehab-strollers, such a seat depth adjustment, height adjustable backrest, height adjustable footrest and backrest height 
extension (size 38, 42 only).  Wide variety of sizes and modifications ensure fulfilling of majority requirements of user’s 
wide spectrum.  The correct usage of the product should be consulted with a seating specialist.  Products corresponds 
to the newest EC standards as well as hygienic, technical and safety requirements.

folded stroller

Optional equipment: 

Thigh fixation 

Abductor

Comfort side protection

Headrest

Workboard according to the actual list

Chest immo. belt 

2-piece 3D-Flexi 
footrest

Foot fixation

Basket - textile

Comfort seat cover

H-style harness

Armrest foldable (set)

Canopy

Fixation waistcoat

.... and more 
accessories!



Growing functions

Standard 1-piece foldable footres

 2-piece 3D-Flexi footrest option. Backrest Height Extension (only size 38 and 42)

front swivel wheel

backrest angle 
adjustment

height adjustable 
backrest

seat depth 
adjustment

fully height 
adjustable 
footrest



Manufactured by: PATRON Bohemia a.s.  |  Ceskolipska 3419, CZ-27601 Melnik, Czech Republic
   tel.: +420-315-630-135, +420-315-630-111  |  fax: +420-315-630-199
   e-mail: reha.en@patron.eu  |  http://www.patron.eu

  CRX30 CRX34 CRX38 CRX42
 Backrest height [mm] 550-650 580-690 660-930 660-930
 Seat depth [mm] 280-340 290-350 320-390 330-400
 Seat width [mm] 300 340 380 420
 Seat to footrest [mm] 310-440 320-460 290-450 350-520
 Backrest angle 90°, 89° 94°, 91° 90°, 88° 94°, 92°
 Seat angle 20° 25° 25° 21°
 Total length [mm] 960 1010 980 1050
 Total width [mm] 520 570 620 650
 Total height /with handle [mm] 1010/1000-1110 1070/960-1040 1170/920 1170/920
 Brake foot oper. foot oper.  foot oper. foot oper.
 Weight 12,7 kg 13,0 kg 14,0 kg 14,7 kg
 Maximum load 45,0 kg 55,0 kg 75,0 kg 75,0 kg
 Folded stroller length [mm] 1140 1160 1180 1260
 Folded stroller width [mm] 320 310 320 370
 Folded stroller height [mm] 340 360 330 320

SUCCESSFULLY CRASH TESTED
The product had been successfully 
crash tested and fulfilled all the 
requirements of EN ISO 7176/19.
It enables to use the rehab-buggy 
not only for a common duty, but 
as well as for the transportation in 
specially adjusted motor vehicles, 
equipped with the anchoring points 
and equipment.

Order codes: 
CORZO Xcountry 30 CRX30PYYY
CORZO Xcountry 34 CRX34PYYY
CORZO Xcountry 38 CRX38PYYY
CORZO Xcountry 42 CRX42PYYY

G03G02

G06 G07

DESIGN OPTIONS


